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Culpepper named Division I-AA offensive player of the week-p. 14 
The 
Flori Future 
Get a jump on next I The 'Noles give 0-town a demonstration 
year's job market 
D Internships and 
preparation will 
get you the job · 
you want. 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
Special to the Future 
a recruiting-consult ing firm in New 
York . Whil e Hanigan 's research 
shows a modest upturn in 1994, the 
damage has been done. Not only are 
fewer ent~y-level jobs available 
upon graduation (only half as many 
as 1989), but in anticipation of this 
reduced hiring, many internship pro-
grams have been scaled back as 
As fall gets underway, on- well. 
campus job interviews begin on These data mean that honing 
many colleges and universities your job-interviewing skills is more 
around the nation'. For college se- important than ever, if only because 
niors, four years (in some cases students will land a smaller number 
five or six years) of study must of interviews this year than in past 
now be transformed into mean- years. But few students spend as 
ingful employment. For younger much time preparing for the job 
college students, no more sum- interview as they do working on 
mers of mowing lawns or their resume. Both, however, are 
babysitting the neighbor's kids. equally important. Here are some of 
It's time to get an internship, one the tips on maximizing your inter-
with challenging projects and ex.: viewing skills: 
posure to a n~w field. Fortunately, I. Sell yourself only after 
at this time ~f year, companies you know what the company is look-
start flocking to campus in search ing for. Employers hire people to 
of young people to fill entry-level solve problems. Your first task, then, 
positions. is to determine the solution. Play up 
But unlike the I 980's, when your strengths but anticipate and 
many companies came to campus ~~a. efully rebut objections to your 
and a high proportion of the job- strengths. Tell the truth: most em-
see~i ng graduating classes re- players can sniff out exaggeration. 
ceived at least on job offer, the 2. Be ready for standard as 
' 90s bring a new corporate man- well as off-the-wall questions. Em-
tra: to be a lean, mean machine, . players will naturally ask you about 
companies must cut jobs. The end your past jobs, personal interests 
result: overall hiring of college and education. But some employers 
grads nationwide fell 55 percent also wanttoevaluate how you would 
between 1989 and 1993, accord- handle certain job situations and 
ing to Hanigan Consulting Group, see INTERN, page 7 
Jeffrey takes ~is hat off at the Acting Studio-F-3 
photo/HUNT 
The Florida State Seminoles put on quite a demonstration for all Central Florid~ fans 
.Saturday in the Citrus Bowl. The Golden Knights play FSU in Tallahassee on Sept. 23 
at 7:00 p.m. and promises to put Daunte and the crew _to the test. 
Sb.ldent Government 
by JOE CHABUS 
Staff writer 
Not enough senators made the 
quorum call Sunday evening, cancel-
ing the 38th session ofthe 27th senate. 
Despite the cancellation, fall senate 
meeting dates were announced. The 
Wild Pizza will be the most common 
site for future meetings, which have 
been changed from Sunday nights to 
Thursdays at 7 p.m .. 
Currently, senate meetings are 
held at the University Dining Room, 
·but a scheduling conflict caused the 
senate to look for a new home. The 
Wild Pizza offers interesting attributes 
which corresponds with the Jack of 
stud_ent attention given to senate meet-
ings. The most noticeable attribute 
being greater senate visibility. Senate 
meetings begin at the same time The 
Wild Pizza opens for dinner. Since 






the Wild Pizza daring the restaurant 's 
operating hours, students eating dinner 
may watch the senators at work. Stu:-
dent Government officials hope stu-
dents witnessing senate actions will 
encourage more involvement in cam-
pus poli tics . 
I think it is a great idea for us to 
meet in The Wild Pizza because stu-
dents are going in there to eat and they 
have to listen to the senate meetings. It 
will increase student government 
awareness and it will get students in-
volved with the issues on campus, 
especially with the legislative and ex-
ecutive branches, Student Government 
Vice-President Frank Amoros said. 
The Wild Pizza will host eight 
meetings in the fall semester, the Uni-
versity Dining Room two, and the 
Student Center Auditorium will host 
four, the first happening this Thursday 






The UCF Office of Student Activities and 
Division of Student -Affairs 
will be facilitating a seminar on 
Communication: 
"The· Key To Success" 
This is an. exciting opportunity 
for the University's community 
of student leaders to work 
together and expand their 
· awareness of communication. 
-
The Office· of Student Activities 
invites the officers or leader representatives 
of your organization to attend the 
7th Annual Leaders' Seminar 
at the 
Grand Ballroom &.. Courtyard 
catered by Puff 'n Stuff · . 
. Saturday, September 16~ ~_995 
8:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 
RSVP by Friday, September 8 
to the Office of Student Activities 
Student Center Room 198, 823-6471 
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!~ Police~ <~·~~: Beat 
· «~ .. . •Steve Katsaris, the RA repre-• Sommer Russell, a resident of 
Volusia Hall, and Danielle Ses-
sions, a resident ofBroward Hall, 
reported that belween 12:30 a.m . 
and 2 a.m. on Salurday Aug. 12, 
they found a total of$645.missing 
from their wallets after leaving 
four men alone for a few minutes 
in Ms. Russell' s·dorm room. The 
money later turned up and no 
charges were filed. 
• George Michael Starks alleges 
that his project manager, Ken 
Grostic , forged his name on 
$52,000 worth of checks while 
working for him on the A TO house 
at 4419 Greek Ct. between June 
of 1994 and January of 1995. 
Po[lc~ enting housing for Seminole 
Hall , reported that someone 
damaged the doors of Lynne 
• Christopher West reported that Ciardulli and Joy Porters' dorm 
someone stole his wallet out of his room doors by setting fire to 
gym bag in the men's locker room in 
the Arena on Aug. 24 around 7 p.m. 
•Several students in one of the dorms 
have reported numerous harassing 
phone calls. They ask that the perpe-
trator stop. 
• Gary Campbell of SCA reported 
that someone damaged (and re-
moved) some of the safety poles 
located in front of Student' Center 
Auditorium on Aug 22 around mid-
night. 
the flyers tacked on the them. 
• Craig Beal reported that An-
drea Henley struck him in the 
face several times after a dis-
cussion on the basketball courts 
next to the pool. 
•A white male was arrested on 
Aug 28 for possession of less 
than 20 grams of cannabis. 
GEAR UP FOR 




Don't miss important calls 
. when you're not in your 
room. Remote operation. 
#43-752MB 
2499 
Basic trim phone 
saves space 
Lighted keypad for dialing 
in the dark. Three colors. ( 
White, #43-585MB. Almond, \~ 
#43-586MB. Gray, #43-587MB ! 
7!~ 
Shielded die-cast 
2-way A/V speaker ~. 
Great for use near PC 
or TV. 4" woofer and 
1" soft-dome tweeter. 
Black, #40-2048MB. 
White, #40-2059MB 




Great for recording class 
notes. Easy one-hand 




Upright cordless phone 
won't tie you down 
CCT circuitry provides·excellent 
clarity and range. Handy base-
to-handset paging. #43-1oosMs 
3491 
AM/FM cassette music 
system with E-Bass .. 
Compact speakers let you share 
the music, headphones let you 
listen privately. #14-1209MB 
1 1999 
Indoor TV /FM antenna 
improves reception 
'3999 
Fine-tuning control for clearer 
picture and sound. 
#15-1808MB 
I 
Scientmc calculator Advanced thesaurus 
take 
More students take Kaplan's courses every 
year than any other test prep company's. 
Call us today to find out why. 
1-800-KAP-TEST 
KAP·LAN 
The answer to the test question. 
Survival 
check list 
o Phone cords and accessories 
o Alarm clock or clock radio 
o TV, VCR and video accessories 
o Security devices 
,.o Computer and accessories 
o Batteries 
o Stereo equipment, speakers 
and audio accessories 
o Heavy-duty llashlight 
o Smoke alarm 
o Part-time job (see the manager 
or y~ur local Radio Shack store> 
AC accessories to power your dorm 
4-outlet adapter. 2-prong. #s1-2s21Ms •.•....... . •....... _ ....•. 2.99 
6-outlet surge protector in metal housing. #s1-2131M •••. 22.99 
6-outlet adapter. For 3-prong outlets. 11s1-2s22Ms •..•..•...•. 3.99 
6-outlet power strip. Master on/off switch. 11s1-21s0Ms ..•.•.. 8.99 
Single outlet spike protector. us1-2791Ms •....••.••. ••••.•..• . . 6.99 
6-ft. 3-outlet ext. cord. White, H61·2744MB. Brown, #61 -2745MB .••••.• 1.99 
9-ft. 3-outlet ext. cord. White, #61-2746MB. Brown, 11s1-2747MB . .•.•.. 2.39 
15-ft. 3-outlet extension cord. us1-2748MB .••....•.....•....... 3.49 
Prices apply at participating Radio Shack stores and dealers. Items not available at a participating store 
can be special-ordered (subject to availability) at the advertised price. A participating store will otter a 
comparable value if the product is sold out. Independent Radio Shack dealers and franchisees may not 
be participating in this ad or stock or special-order every item advertised. Copies o1 applicable war-
ranties are available upon request at slores for inspection before sale, or by writing Customer Relations, 
1400 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth TX 76102. FedEx trademarks used by permission. 
Stores up to 12 frequently used Small enough to carry in your 
•9~1• /hael: formulas and runs them with backpack or purse. us3-2110Ms T RE S ® KUU V ft. just a few keystrokes. #6S-SOSMB Franklin is a registered trademark of Franklin IIE PAIR HOP 
Electronic Publishing, Inc. 
~P·~~~i~t----g-.-,-d--1----l~h-a-e--k-®~---~~~~ 
anywhere in the US via FedEx>.! delivery V most major brands of out-of-warranty 
service. For a store near you or to order, call Y< . . electronics. For a store near you, call 
1-800-THE-SHACK&J OU \ye got questions. \Ve:ve got answers.SM 1-800-THE-SHACKS'' 
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Student Government just passed a $4.5 million dollar budget for the 95-96 
school year. Where would you like to see it go? 
"Parking-it took mea halfan hour 
to park this morning. They need to put 
money into more equipment, like more 
computers. They also need more rooms 
where people can study beside the library. 
Too many people are talking in the library 






"Parking garages. They need to pave 
these dirt parking lots so I'm not driving out 
of six feet of mud when I go home. I also 
think that money should be spent to up-
grade the computers in the I abs to have more 
than two megabytes of ram. I think that al! 
the computers should run windows." · 
Dean Karekls 
Electric Engineer & Computer Science 
Senior 
"Mored asses becausea lot of classes 
are closed. Build more doors for people to 
get in easier. I don't think it's fair because 





·'Everyone complains if they rai e 
tui tion and everyone complains if they don't 
spend money for thing. So, I don't feel I can 
judge them, I think they're trying the best 
they can to balance it. The school's some-
what operational- so it's not that bad." 
Adam Barrett · 
Mechanical Engineering 
Senior 
Sign up in Student Government 








Back to School 
Internet Access Special 
for 
Students, Faculty, Staff, Almnni, and their families 
$12.00 for 50 hours/mo . . 
$14.95 for 100 hours/mo. 
28.8Kbps V.34 dial-up access to the Wor.ld Wide Web through Internet Browsers 
Websurfer, Netscape, and Mosaic Archie, Mail, FTP and Telnet 
Macintosh, Windows and other platforms supported 
*FREE Software *FREE Hot List *FREE first time on-Jine access as.sistance 
Advanced training for groups available at reduced ,educational rates. 
Call GDI Today at 841-3690 or 
1-800-9292-GDI 
Global Datalink, Inc. is a Nationwide Internet.access provider with 
local access in over 25 area codes includipg major metropolitan areas. 
:~: 
DONT BE A VICTIM! 
Statistics show that 75% of Ainerican women will be victims of 
violent crime in their lifetime! Subscribe Now to LIVING SAFE. 
A quarterly newsletter designed to be your source for personal 
sec~rity information. Learn everything from how to protect yourself 
against rape to protecting your home from invasion. Don't wait 
until it's too late! Your satisfaction is guaranteed! 
Send ~19:.~i5..toUving Safe PO Box 780306 Orlando, FL 32878 
2l Price[ess (jift 
Make a unique and personal contribution to another 
family's happiness: 
Healthy women between ages 21 and 33 
are needed to donate eggs for infertile couples. 
Compensation provided. All donors are anonymqus. 
Call Mary or Michelle at 896-7575 
for information. 
University Floral 
& Gift Shoppe 
YOUR ONE-STOP SHOPPE' 
FOR ALL YOUR FLORAL NEEDS 
UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER 
4250 ALAFAYA TR. OVIEDO, FL 32765 
(Nexc co Border Cantina) 
366-1177 
We wire 
Flowers, Balloons & Gift Baskets 
Anywhere! 
IN ADDITION TO BEAUTIFUL 
FRESH FLOWERS WE ALSO HAVE 
WELCOME BACK! 
Bring Ad in for 
free ~,s{71gle rose 
-13diiquet 
Show Student ID and 
Get a I 0% Discount 
'--~~~~~~~ 
• SILKS • BALLOONS • G!FfS World Wide. Delivery 
• DISH GARDENS • GIFf BASKETS Prompt Delivery Service 
• FLOOR PLANTS Free Bridal Consultations 
. ![ootbal[ Specia[! 
Smilin' Daisy Bouquet · 
or 
Smilin' Daisy Corsage 
4.99 
11 :OOAM SAftfRBAY. SEFfiMBER ·1 s ' ' \ ,_ 
ORLANDO, FLORIOA 
. .-. ' '\ 
Sit-Down, Theatre . Style Auction at the TUPPERWARE CONVENTION CENTER 
[ 14901 S. Of!ANGE 8LDSSOti1 TRAIU 
Previ~w Merchandise 9am ~orning. 9f the Sale. 
. :.;; 
~;. 
[100+} Manufacturer Refurbished Zeos Meridian Notebooks: 486DX2/50 to 48BDX4/100, Active Matrix & 
Dualscan Color Screens, All Include DOS & Windows· Tremendous Quantities of Apple Performa's, Quadra's, Centris' 
· Apple Stylewriters & Laser Prin~rs · Radius Monitors: 21 ", 20", 17", -·15" Color & Monochrome · ACER 486SX33's 
· Citizen & Okidata Printers · Everex 486DX266's · Accelerator & Gr~phic Cards, Keyboards & MORE! 
GREAT AMERICAN . 
AUCTIONEERS & LIQUIDATORS, INC. 
818-884-3737 •FAX 818-884-2570 
All systems sold with 
11119. warranty!! 
• ii aEJ 
10% B1'YER'S PREMIUM 
AUCTIONEER: 
MARK WEITZ, 
· UC# AU0000927 
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I am desperately in search of news 
writers for the fall sem.ester. l:would like 
to cover more than just the basic campus 
goings-on., .but I need help. If.you are. i·n-
Preparation leads to jobs 
from Internships, pa.ge 1 
will make up scenarios for you to 
analyze. For Example, a consult-
terested in seeking out the accomplish-
ments ·of some of the departments on 
campu~, then call 823-8054 ext. 27. 
, ing firm may describe a busines 
looking Lo expand and ask you to · 
develop a strategy. 
3. Display your knowl-
edge of the company. Libraries, 
government.offices, professional 
associations and the company's 
own public affairs department are 
r 
FA.MILY: .QENTAL OFFIC.E 




MOST INSURANCES ACCEPTED 
EMERGENCIES WELCOME 
WELC01\11E EXAM & CLEANING 
Includes FOR 
• 2 Bite Wing X-Rays 00212 ADULTS ·$45 . 
• 2 Periapical X-Rays 00220 
• Complete Examination 00130 SAVE $50 Reg. $95 
• Cleaning 00120 New Patients Only• Expires Sept. 28, 1995 




• X-Rays 00212100220 
• Complete Examination 
and Orthodonic Screening 00110 
• Fluoride Treatment 01201 
SAVE $45 Reg. $80 
"' • Cleaning 01120 New Patients Only• Expires Sept. 28; 1995) 
Dr. Patel D.D.S., P.A. · 
niversity Park Plaza (Albertsons Supermar~et forrp.erly X-tra) 
541 S. Semoran Blvd. · ·Winter Park 
679-1308 
ALL SERVICES 13Y FLORIDA LICENSED GENERAL DENTISTRY 
THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO 
REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT, OR'BE. REEMBERSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER 
SERVICE, EXAMIMATION, OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND 
WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISMENT FOR THE FREE, DISCOUNTED 
FEE OR REDUCED FEE SERVICE, EXAMINATION, OR TREATMENT. 
BACK TO SCHOOL 
S'PECIAL 
FULL SETS $25.00 
FOR .A LIMITED TIME ONLY 
9465 E. COLONIAL DR. STE 109 
384-0031 
good place lo find out'' hat prod-
ucts and service the company 
offer . If the interviewer asks you 
what you think of the company' 
new line, a knowledgeable an-
swer will significantly enhance 
your standing. 
4. Prepare que tion . 
Because mosl interviewers wi II 
invite you ask que tion about 
the organization. it·s wi e to 
I have some.ready in advance. 
Asking the interviewer what he 
or she does work weJ I: people 
love to talk about them -elve . 
5. Look and act like a 
professional. You get only one 
shot at a fir t impres ion . Be 
on time or early and dre sed 
appropriately. When meet the 
interviewer, smile, shake hands 
and commit his or her name; to 
memory. 
6. Practice. Ask a 
friend or someone at the career 
center to take you through a 
mock interview or two. Some-
times it is also -advisable to 
inter.view forjobs you do not 
want just to get the hang of it. 
Like taking an exam, in-
terviewing for a job requires 
~dvance planning. Making sure 
that you are well-rested, wel !-
nourished, and thoroughly pre-
pared may consume valuable t 
time but serves an ameliorat-
ing purpose: it will enhance 
your interview and dramati-
cally improve your odds of • 
landing the job . 
• 
• 
Sept. 7, 1995.- The Central Florida Future• 7 Community Bio-Resources, Inc . 
•• Until Robots replace Humans ... your plasma will always be needed ~:~~_r __  
-tt- ,,;> JL DID YOU KNOW? 
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES. 
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS: 
*Patients in shock 
*Bleeding Disorders 
*Provide intrav~nous 
fluid for burn~ 
surgery. or 
treatment of illness 
*Protect against infection 
*Accident victims 
*Provide clotting factors 
for Hemophiliacs 
*New research on life 
threatening disea~es 
"We will compensate you for your time when giving the gift of life" 
YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH 
$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION 
Call for information and/or appointment 
1122 W. Church St. (4.07) 841-2151 Orlando, FL 
•-Wide Area Coverage 
• Unlimited Calls 
• Only $9.99/ _Monthly · 
photo/SAGINARIO 
Keith "Scramble" Campbell, a nationally known artist who pro.duces art "with a message," works 
here on a centerpiece for a I 00-foot mural in Dr. Walter Gaudnek's Happenings class . The mural is to 
focus attention on the tragic legacy of modern warfare and the children it affects with birth defects. 
Billions to be claimed 
All .students qualify 
$350 guaranteed 
for a nominal processing fee 
East Orlando's Largest Bookstore 
Featuring: 
W 30% off New York Times Bestsellers 
W 10% off Hardback Books 
W Special Orders & Quantity Discounts 
Open Mon-Sat JOam-IOpm Sun 1 lam-JOpm 
12140 Collegiate Way • (407) 38271617 











Don't Forget To Visit 
CoUege Book & Supply 
For College Textbooks, Supplies and Memorabilia 
Open Mon-Fri 8:30am-6pm Sat 10am-4pm 





Games Room 187 Near the Wild Pizza 
Sponsored by 
Camupus Crusade for Christ 
Call Besa at John Patrick Com ~srv (407)_671-9973 
When things get messy, 
it's usually time for 
a change. 
LIFE: CAN GE:T MESSY .. BAO RE:l.A7;0N$HIP$. TOVGH CIR~:\..IMSTANCE:S. LACK OF FU~POSE . 
FORTUNATELY Goo DOESN'T REOl.:JIRE vS TO DEAL WITH LIFE IN ISO;.ATJON. Vt/E CAN 
LIVE OUR LIV:::S CONNE:C'!'E:Q TO H!M, ACTUALLY ~ECEJV ; NG GUIDANCE: FROM HIM. WE 
CAN SIAR? OVE:R WITH A CLE.AN $LAT~ ... $TART DOWN A N::'.W ROAD ... 
ANp E!EGIN TO ~EA<.L Y LtVE. 
HAV ;NG A RE t.AT10N~;;~.-<1 P WllH ~l t:::S IJS CH~1s·r OOESN.I MEAN L'FE: SUOOE:NLY BECOMES 
SMOO--:""l . lll'"E HAS ITS CHALLE:NGE'.5 BUT WE OON .T WALK IT ALONE. F'!ND O UT WHAT 
Goo C.AN 00 IN YOUR L'FE. FOR YOU~ FREE BOOKLET ON REAL Ll FE CALL 
I -800-236-9238 
-d:>n't settle for anything less 
* 
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'~1 "'-"1) ~;;~k Column '---~ ~ I ~pping for Rush 
!;t I i 
i I middl~r:;e;~;. ~:.~~:S.fr~~~:i~~e:e::::.~~~ I ~ I 
I ::~:~f i~f~;~:l~E~t!~~:f i~?~:~f~~~ I ! . II 
{ years. We just got back from a rush retreat we I { 
I :::~~;~;;;;;~~;;:!~;;;:;;.;;~;.:;;; I, I 
I ~::t;ho~~:~:;~~;:!lei~~~n~:~: ;~~;~;.:~~ 1 ·· ll 
there to perform. I l 
Pi Kappa Alpha President, Matt Wallace, I ,,, 
shares, "We had a rush consultant come down I . 
and help us do a lot of seminars, so hopefully it 
will p~~~:~.'~ush parties will be at their house 1 ·· ·I 
every night. Thursday nights theme is "Garnet j .. :::~ 
and Gold" while Friday~ "We call it our Oy- t I ,, , 
nasty". We dress up and try to show off the classy t . 
element [of Pike]," informs Wallace. ' ::: 
f 
Acacia is having some of its rush parties at 
Lake Claire. Thursday night they are having a 
BBQ and Friday.night they will be back at their 
house across from UCF. 
Alpha Tau Omega is having their msh par-
ties at its new house on Greek Row. 
Before rush began, many brothers were at 
the house, like Mike BrubakeF, hard at work on 
rush signs. Thursday night's theme for ATO is 
"Goodf ell as" and Fridays is" Around The World, 
ATO Style." 
Sigma ·Phi Epsilon are also having its rush 
parties at their house .. Thursday night is a 
"Reggae" theme and Friday they call "The 
Grind/' 
So far it has been difficult getting informa-
tion from Greeks for this column; remember, 
this is for your benefit. Has anyone ever met a shy 
greek that would mind getting recognized in the 
paper? LeCs· make this even easier; you will not 
even have to pick up the phone now. E-mail me at 
Lgilley@skynet.oir.ucf.edu 
No excuses now. Tell me what is going on so 
we can let UCF know what greek life is really all 
photo/ GILLEY I 
Alpha Tau Omega's Mike Brubaker takes time out from his busy week to 
· help paint signs to advertise their rush. ... 
( about. ( 
WELCOME BACK TO UCF 
STUDENTS AND FACULTY 
AMERICA'S VALUE MENU 
OPEN AFTER MIDNIGHT 
RECEIVE 1 Oo/o DISCOUNT WITH VALIP UCF l.D. 
... --------------, FREE SUB 
I BUY ANY FULL SIZE SUB I 
I . AND GET A JUNIOR FREE I 
I G R I L L AVAILABLE AT THESE I MIAMI SUBS GRILL: 
I UCF . ALAFAYA I 
I 12201 UNIVERSITY BLVD. 11860 E COLONIAL DR. I 
ORLANDO, FL 32825 ORLANDO, FL 32820 
I COUPON EXPIRES 10-31-95 I 
L NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. LIMIT ONE COUPON PER VISIT. I 
______________ ... 
r'-f:R'E'E D'RiN'K '&F'RiES', 
1
1 
• FREE 20oz DRINK AND SMALL FRIES •• 
R 
-- WITH PURCHASE OF GYRO 
I G I L L OR CHICKEN PITA I AVAILABLE AT THESE MIAMI SUBS GRILL: 
I UCF ALAFAYA - I 
I 12201 UNIVERSITY BLVD. 11860 E COLONIAL DR. I ORLANDO, FL 32825 • ORLANDO, FL 32820 
I COUPON EXPIRES 10-31-95 I 
L NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. LIMIT ONE COUPON PER VISIT. I 
______________ ... 
A Complete. E_xam & Xrays A special dental care offe'r for UCF students .. 
Welcome to East Orlando Dental. 
0110 (INITIAL) 0274 (4 BITEWINGS) 
I'd like you to come in and get 
F QR $ 9 ! acquainted with your new dentist and 
$ 
, ave a few dollars. 
(A 65 Value) George Yarko, D.D.S. 
Current UCF ID required East Orlando 
Take advantage of excellent dental care at 
very comfortable prices. Just bring this 
certificate with you on your first visit. 
DENTAL 
Certified: Implant Prosthetics; Member: 
American Dental Association Academy of 
General Dent~stry. Academy for Sports Dentistry, Flonda 
Dental Assoaatron, Central D1stnct Dental Assooat1on. 
Greater Orlando Dental Sooety; Extensive experience and 
postgraduate training in TMJ 
See you then! Offer expires 12131195 
UCF TEAM DENTIST 
11780 E. Colonial Drive 
Ii j,ouroffic~ pohq 1ha1 Ille p:!llClll l!ld:Jll) Olil<.'fpe!'Cn rt'jlOn\lhk' for pa1mcn1 ha\(~ ny1110 refu..c Iopa .cancel paymcn1.orhen:1m1Jur.cd lorp.~mcnt for all) olher>Cn-IC(.CXilffill\allon. At the comer of Hwy. so and Alafaya Dr. 
or 1re~UTient ,.h1Ch" ocrformcd" "re>uil ot J11d "i1h1n n hour, 01re'llOndine101he ad•eni-.m11:01 lor the free. di"oumoo rec. orreduceJ ftt "-'1"ict. e~amina1ion. or lrnltmrn1. East Orlando 
from VIVARIN, page 9 
gies and create many of the most 
interesting and groundbreaking 
web sites," said Michele 
Klingensmith, business manager 
for Vivarin. 
"To help recognize these 
creative and exceptional efforts, 
Vivarin decided to officially spot-
light the best homcpages designed 
by college students." 
The judges, all developer 
with various on line services, will 
award first place to the site that 
shows the most creativity' the best 
i design and content, the easiest 
accessibility and the highest over- 1 
1 
all value of content. 
After winners are an-
1 nounced on Dec. I, Vivarin will 
1 listlinkstothc vinncrs.aswellas 
th~ rest of top I 00 sites. 
For contest rules and an 
1 
entry form .. po.in'l your weh 
I browser to V1vann s home page 
at http://www.vivarin.com/ 
I vi var in/. 
) 
V' Modem Poetry Society is 
seeking new original poetry in the 
Orlando, FL, for publication. 
Awards will be given out according 
to category. Poems must be original 
works and not previous! y published. 
They must be 21 lines or less, printed 
or typed. Send poems to Modern 
Poetry Society, P.O. box j2029, 
Dunnellon, FL. 34430. Deadline is 
Oct. 30, 1995. 
V' The American Red Cross 
is offering numerous classes on a 
variety of subjects. These include 
CPR , sailing, first aid and AIDS 
classes. 
t/ "Clothes for kids '95" is a 
community clothing drive to give 
back-to-school outfits to children, 
ages five through 18. Call 857-0659 
to find out more info1mation and 
where to donate your clothes. 
V' The Florida Trail Associa-
tion is sponsoring several hikes dur-
ing September. These will include 
hiking Wekiva and Three Lakes 
Sept 7, 1995: The Central Florida Future • 9 
Creativity could land you 
a $10,000 scholarship 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
Special to the Future 
Realizing that the majority of 
original sites on the World Wide 
Web have been created by college 
students, the corporate bigwigs at 
Vi varin have decided to hold a con-
test to determine which college stu-
dent has developed the most cre-
ative site. 
Vivarin's "There's No Place 
Like Home Pages" contest will re-
ward the student responsible for the 
most interesting and original site on 
the Internet with a$ I 0,000 scholar-
ship. 
''College students often are 
the first to embrace new technolo-
see VIVARIN, page 8 
+--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--' 
11 :00 A.M. 






0 Reserve. To get involved, call 658-
9857. 
1,501 Alafaya Trail 
Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m. 
> 
V' The Sierra Club of Central 
Florida is presenting a seminar on 
Environmentally safe pest control 
Wednesday, Sept. 20 at 7:30 p.m. 
For more information, ca11 657-
9582. 
Sunday Masses: 
8 a.m., 10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m. 
275-0841 
SHOES SHIRTS & SHORTS SPORTING GOODS 
GOLDENROD GROVES SHOPPING CENTER 
(CORNER OF ALOMA & HOWELL BRANCH) 
$5.00 OFF 
YOUR PURCHASE OF 
$25.00 OR MORE 
(EXPIRES l 1'30:95) 
Shoes for: jogging.soccer.basketball. tennis.etc. 
Pi Sigma Epsilon MEANS BUSINESS 
Why do we focus on Marketing and Sales, and still 
welcome ALL MAJORS? 
If you can MARKET YOURSELF 
If you can SELL YOUR TALENTS AND IDEAS 
Then you can SUCCEED IN ANY FIELD! 
... : . ...- · :·· ...... · · ::: ; .. :-.: .· .. . : · .. :: ·: :· - · -. ': \, ··. 
ETTERS OF 
~ECOM MEN DATION 
ORIENTATION MEETING 
WHEN: September 11, 1995 
WHAT TIME: 7:30-8:30 
WHERE: Univ. Dining Room 
World Wide Web 
E-Mail IRC Chat 





Free User Home Page 
Special Student Rate 
$ 18 per month for 80 Hours 
Call ONET at 291-7000 
Vision Max 
208 E. Colonial Drive 
Orlando, FL 32801 
1/2 Mile East of 1-4 
(407) 649·0055 
.Every Day Low Pri~es For Your Visual Needs 
Eye Exams • Eyeglasses 
• Contact Lenses 
• Competitive Prices from Economy to Designer Eyewear 
• Eye Exams on the Premises · • Contact Lenses 
•Walk-Ins Welcome •Major Credit Cards 
• Medicaid & Most Insurances Accepted • Se Habla Espanol 
BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL 
I -$20.00- I I $69.95- I 
I ·Complete Eye Exam by I I •Two pairs of glasses I 
En Optometric Physician.I I or I 
• Dailywear Soft Contact .. Two pairs of contact 
I Lens fitting is $20 I I lenses I 
· - additional. or 
I •Entended, Torie, Color, I I • One pair of glasses I · 




Of Any Frame*** 
9/30/95 ~oupon expi~ 9~9~ ~oupon expi~ 9~9~ · 1111111111111111 
Glasses include frames. 
*Single vision lenses regular or plastic CR 39 up+ or - 4.00 sphere and up to 3.00 cylinder. 
Coupon mustr be presented at time of purchase. **Contact Lenses are Clear Sofonate B Daily 
Wear. ***Lenses are single vision plastic CR 39 up+ or - 4.00 sphere and up to 3.00 cylinder. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL~823-2191 
The Central Florida Future 
Coming Next Issue: 
O David Swartz, Jr. gives us the 
humorous side of science, be 
sure to tune in. 
O Pat Fox, Opinion Editor 
investigates Ralph. Reed, well 
known as the Christian Right 
O Dan Griffin, The Liberal 
Media, lightens up, with a 
request he found ... to get a life. 
O And more! 
The Central Florida Future welcomes your 
letters and article. Submissions may be mailed, . . . 
faxed, e-mailed, or brought to our offices. Call for 
details. Call now. Call often. 
. Th . 
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Return to a system of morals, values & nonns 
O Mickey Mantle 
exemplifies our 
need to repent 
from a liberal 
lifestyle 
. .. ·.·· ······ ·· . 
. ·· ·-. . 
. . 
.· : 
Recently, a great baseball legend died. Many say that becomes clear to us because we know lying is wrong. Would 
with him died an era. Mickey Mantle, Babe Ruth, Louis we be so sure of ourselves if we began to question why it's 
Armstrong, President Roosevelt and George Patton are all wrong to I ie? Of course not, we'd become utterly direction less 
epitomes of American greatness in a past that seems more and confused. Yet, liberal thought has taught us to do just 
pure, courageous and focused than our own. They have that-to question our values without providing any answers. 
become representations of a nation's dreams and hopes, and We er.id up running around the barn like a headless chicken, 
in their chosen fields they are symbols of good-whether it is and the farmer with the bloody axe is a liberal. 
the soldier vanquishing the dark forces of fascism, .orthe super So perhaps, after seeing. al I this, yes, our nation has 
athlete reaching new heights of human endeavor. fallen from grace, and yes, our past has been embellished by 
Thisgod-likestatusmaybeduetotheselectivememory nostalgia. The America of the past looks better for two 
of.a nation in need of father figures and role models, or it may reasons, because it was better and because we need to believe 
be the shameful revelation ofa nation's disastrous fall far from something is better than the degradation we've created for 
grac~: but one thing is clear-few men or women live to such ourselves. We need to believe something is better than the 
stature today. Perhaps this is due to the place of values in our worfd with selfishness, situational ethics, anti-Christian, anti-
time and their time. Jewish, anti-religious, and, most importantly, anti-God thought. -
The America of the past is remembered, by conserva- Appropriately, the answer to our problems can be seen 
tives, nostalgically in Norman Rockwell paintings and memo- in one of the heroesofourpast-Mickey Mantle. Although he 
ries of colonial Ameri.ca. Liberals recollect the same past as a was a great baseball player, he suffered the same problems 
time of racism, intolerance, genocide America has suffered. He broke the hearts 
(of Native Americans), and female re- Our counby is analogous of fans with his lifestyle, his personal life 
press ion. R~ali~y would probably_place to Mickey ManUe'S liver was full of _failures, and he grew to become 
the past objectively somewhere in be- • an alcoholic. 
tween these two views. It is mangled and However, in the last days of his life, 
However, one main difference destro eel fro ears Of when the darkness seemed tb close in 
does separate yesteryear from today. Y m Y forever, he saw the light. He saw the light,_ 
The intrinsic place of values, morals consuming poison. and he accepted it. Mickey Mantle became 
and nonns_which protruded U.S. soci- a Christian. He confessed his sins before 
ety until the last half of this century was essentially centered God, placed his faith in Jesus Christ, and admitted his commit-
and absolute. There was no question of the innate evil in ment to his fellow man. During his last week he prayed in 
stealing, killing, or fraud, and there was no question about the . private and called a member of the Baptist Church so others 
punishm~nt deserved by those who accomplished such acts. would know of his decision. And although his time on earth as 
It is not that wrong should always be returned with pain a Christian was short, he did much good. He instituted a large 
and punishment, for it is better to extend mercy to individuals awareness of the need for organ donation. His act greatly 
who have already committed themselves to pain. We've all benefited society, and represents what Christianity is all 
learned that what "bad" we do will even~ually return to us; it about, contrary to the stereotype of various anti-Christian 
is only a matterof when and how this comes about. However, factions who presume all Christian actions are intolerant and 
an environment must exist which is NONCONDUCIVE to judgmental. 
wrongdoing, should we wish to move toward an ethical Mickey Mantle was a national hero and an idol to many 
society. In such an environment, mercy can be extende~ after Americans. He died a hero's death by facing up to the greatest 
sentenci_ng. It can be given to those who've cheated on their enemy of man, his sin and separation from God. He came out 
wives, and those who've lied about being sick at work, and victorious through Christ. Perhaps, as a nation, we can learn 
those who've "under-reported" their income; but mercy must from him. Perhaps, we could re-embrace God and return to the 
always be given after the wrong is clear. values of our past. 
The degradation of an absolute ~ense of values in our Rightnow,ourcountryisanalogoustoMickeyMantle's 
current America then provides Jess stability and focus. It Ii ver. It is mangled and destroyed. from years of consuming 
becomes difficultto decide if lying is viable to gain a lucrative poison. Mickey drank alcohol and died for it, but we still 
contract. After all, if I don't lie I could Jose a big profit; this continue to drink the poison of immorality. Will we heed the 
would hurt the company, my coworkers whomightbelaidoff, warningsoffriends, family and physicians in time? Or will we 
and my family may go homeless. But if I lie I may win the drink t-0 the end, even past the final hours? If we do, we don't 
contract, my career may get a quick boost, and no one really deserve to have had Mickey Mantle-for even he turned from 
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Guidelines for religion in education eliminate need for legislation 
0 Dan contends that 
Freedom to practice 
religion does not 
include the freedom 
to impose religion. 
When Congressman Dick 
Anney of Texas called Massachu-
setts Congressman Barney Frank a 
name, Anney cried that his words 
were taken out of context by "the 
liberal media." Senator Jesse Helms 
made veiled threats against Presi-
dent Clinton, then accused "the lib-
eral media" of mi~quoting and ma-
ligning him. Every time House 
Speaker Gingrich says something 
stupid, it's never his fault. He was 
misquoted by, well, you know by 
now. How sadly typical of conser-
vatives to not take responsibility for 
what they say or write. 
These people, who are de-
fined by their hate-mongering and · 
narrow mindedness, are responsible 
for a great deal of the social unrest 
we face, from racial strife to the 
breakdown of the nuclear family. 
President Clinton has pro-
vided a list of guidelines to the 
nation's schools regarding what is 
appropriate behavior concerning 
religion and what is not. Well, hal-
lelujah, it's about time. Not only 
does it provide us with a reasonable 
balance between individual religious 
freedoms and respecting the rights 
of others, it goes to show that a 
constitutional amendment on the 
subject is as frivolous as those of us 
with some common sense have al-
ways known it is. 
So, what is OK? Well, you 
can say aprayerduringschool hours, 
be it before a test or before lunch. 
You cannot get up on a table and 
preach fire and brimstone. You can · 
caITy a Bible or Torah or whatever 
book you deem sacred, but you can-
not push your religious views on 
someone who doesn 't want to hear 
it. Teachers may discuss religion in 
class as it relates to its impact on 
history and events, but they may not 
ad vacate one faith over another (see 
Lake County School Board for de-
tails). School officials cannot re-
quire students to pray or lead them 
in prayer, but students may pray 
together before or after school or at 
a time when it does not interfere 
with the educational process. 
Guess what? This is the way 
it has ALWAYS been. However, to 
hear the religious conservatives tell 
it, Christians are being oppressed, 
but that could not be fu1ther from 
an offense to God and decent Chris-
tians everywhen~. Specifically, they 
were denouncing Jehovah 's Wit-
nesses, Masonic Lod.ges, and the 
Monnons. One show even bashed 
Catholicism as not being a Christian 
religion. This leaves me with a few 
questions. What · objective criteria 
were used to determine which de-
nomination of Christianity is the 
the truth. What they are so incensed · true religion? What concrete evi-
about is that they are no longer dence was used to back these asser-
allowed to im- tions up?Thean-
pose their re1i- For the religiQusly swer of course is 
gious views • .red (• th none. Basically, 
upon others. No lmp&I I.e. e what it all boiled 
longer can they religious right), let m_ .e down to ~as that 
force Jewish accordingtotheir 
and Musl i·m reiterate this point interpretation of 
children to say 
Christian 
prayers. No 
longer can they 
promote Chris-
tianity (at least 
your religion, the Bible, other interpretations 
Christianity, is not the were wrong. 
Huh? How does 
problem. You are. that make them 
their version of their interpretation 
of their particular denomination of 
Christianity) as being superior to all 
others. This is what they're upset 
about. 
Ifyou'veeverseen holy roller 
shows on the "religious" television 
channels, you'll knowwhatl'm talk-
ing about. One sho.w in particular 
was devoted to religions that had the 
"wrong interpretation" o~t~e Bible, 
an dhow these "false religions" were 
wrong? 
So, to try to comprehend this 
bizarre thinking, I broached the sub-
ject with a relative of mine that 
watches al I these shows on a regular 
basis. She offered up the same con-
voluted logic as was presented· on 
these shows. So, I posed these ques-
tions to h~r: .. bo the rules and re-
-f!Uirements of your religion apply to 
just those who belon·g to your faith, 
or do they apply to everyone regard-
less of religion? She replied, yes, 
they~pply to everyone. Next, I asked 
her if the rules and requirements of 
Islam applied to just those who prac-
tice it or do they apply to everyone 
regardless? Her reply? Of course 
Islam doesn't apply to her. She 
doesn't believe in it. 
So, if that's the case, then 
why do the rules of your religion 
apply to those who don't believe in 
it? At this point, she got angry and 
told that's the way she believes, and 
ifl didn't like then I could go to Hell. 
Wow. What a Christian way to be-
have! But it gives you an idea of the 
mentality of the religious right and 
why they still want to impose their 
religion on the rest of us. They have 
no respect forother people religions 
or constitutional rights. They only 
care about their own. 
Thankyou,PresidentCllnton, 
for finally being the voice of reason 
in a national debate. Wow, that's a 
·scary thought. Next thing you know, 
Newt.will be advocating some com-
mon sense too! Now, if the real 
Christians in this world would just 
stand up and scream, "Enough is 
enough!" and take back Christ's 
mantle from these unabashed hypo-
crites, we might start making some 
progress in solving our social prob-
lems. For the religiously impaired 
· (i.e. the religious right), let me reit-
erate this point: your religion, Chris-
tianity, is not the problem. You are. 
A not-so politically correct guide for the politically uninfonned 
I .. 
O Dave takes you 
on a tour of current 
political tour of the 
parties and their 
workings. 
If you're like hundreds· of 
apathetic UCF students, you've just 
skipped over the political columns 
and you're saying, "Gosh, what's 
with all this politics stuff? Why 
can't someone explain the govern-
ment in plain English?" Well, it's a 
good thing I'm here. I'll elucidate 
the copious facets of the American 
Government Corporation in a con-
text that everyone can comprehend, 
so I'll stop using the thesaurus. 
Onedayourfoundingfathers, 
whom you are probably not related 
to, but you call them your "fathers" 
anyway, decided to part wfrh 
Mothership England and create a 
whole new country that stood for 
freedom, pride and really cool mu-
sic. To show their independence, 
our founding fathers immediately 
dropped the old ways of Great Brit-
ain and started to drive their cars on 
the right hand side of the road. They 
also formed a new system of gov-
ernment--one that spread out the 
power; Thomas Jefferson later de-
scribed it as "One small step for 
man: one giant leap for mankind." 
In the beginning, the federal 
government was small and almost 
powerless, consisting only of two 
guys named Earl. After a few years 
the government began to grow and 
grow. just like a marshmallow in a 
vacuum chamber, if you know what 
I mean. Soon the U.S. Government 
became so huge that it intruded on 
... ·· ·. -. . away from music. If you've· ever 
. . watched a .Republican Party Con-
almost every part of people's 1 ives. 
For instance, with legislation passed 
in the 1940's, the U.S. Government 
has the right to buy your kidneys 
and make SP AM out of them. 
Editor's Note: Please remem-
ber that David is a pathological liar. 
Today's feder(!l government 
is larger than ever, and it spends 
more money than someone who 
spends a whole lot of money (I 
couldn't come 
Judging by the names of some 
Republicans, I tend to believe that 
they are the coolest people on Earth. 
Their figurehead is named "Newt." 
Their favorite talk show host is 
named "Rush." There's ·a senator 
from Washington named "Slade," 
andatepresentative from Maryland 
named "Roscoe." As you can see, 
Republicans certainly have a finger 
on the pulse of the co·o1 Names 
M~ket. I can only assume that all of . 
the American Gladiators are Re-
publicans (In-




posed of those 
who want to 
If you've ever watched a tr ·o. d u c i n g 
• President 
Republican Party FlashandVice 
make the gov-
Convention, you'll 







they have no rhythm. leader and the 
-------------- Rep u b 1 i can-
publicans) and those who want to 
keep it pretty big(Democrats). There 
are also a few minor parties (Liber-
tarians, Librarians, Lesbians, 
Aerosmith) as well as independent 
people, who independently decided 
to call themselves "Independents." 
Let's start with the Republi-
cans. The Republicans are a large, 
tight-knit party which is thought, by 
some, to be almost as powerful as 
the Disney Corporation. Republi-
cans on Capital Hill are generally 
rich, white guys whodriveLexuses, 
whereas Democrats in Washington 
are generally rich. white guys who 
drive Acuras. See the difference? 
front-runner. Bob Dole, while he 
looks like. a chipper, young man of 
only 25, is actually in the same age 
group as Dick Clark, who is up-
wards of l 06 years old. Dole is 
thought to be theRepubl icans choice 
to run for President in 1996. Unfor-
tunately for Bob, he doesn't really 
have the charisma it takes to be-
come President. He doesn't carry 
himself as being just a regular per-
son. Theseshort-comingsmightlose 
him votes. Maybe he should lighten 
up a little and take chances-sing 
his next speech to the tune of the 
Bonanza theme song, perhaps. 
Actually, he'd better stay 
vention, you'll immediately notice 
that they have no rhythm ." I can 
recall a scene I saw on TV from a 
Repub-lican fundraiser. They played 
_ music after the key note speaker 
was finished and then hundreds of 
Republicans started clapping seem-
ingly at random. They weren't in 
sync wjth the song. They weren't 
even in sync with each other. But 
enough about Republicans, lets 
move on to the other party. 
The Democratic party got 
started on the wrong foot when they 
chose the donkey as its symbol. 
They set themselves up for a bar-
rage of jack-ass jokes. Fortunately 
they could quickly retaliate by shout-
ing, "Oh yeah? Well you're symbol 
is an elephant!" This wasn't a par-
ticularly effective come back, so 
they enlisted the Kennedy family-
which has the tendency to get shot 
at-to be the party's icon. Now-a-
days, Democrats are determined to 
re-vamp the government to make it 
run smoothly but still hand out lots 
of goodies like health care, student 
loans, and free candy bars. 
While the president is a still a 
Democrat, the party has lost a lot of 
its power in the ·House and Senate. 
This is due to a major tidal shift and 
re-alignment during the past voting 
session. American citizens,just like 
you and me (except for they voted) 
decided to evict Democratic repre-
sentatives and senators and appoint 
numerous Repubhcans into the jobs. 
This is what most political science 
majors call ''A really important 
thing." It showed that people were 
tired of the wasteful and inefficient 
Democratic Congress and wanted 
to try the wasteful and inefficient 
Republican Congress. 
There are also people who 
don't fit into the Republican or 
Democratic stereotypes. These 
people are Independents, and they 
independently choose to let Ross 
Perot to lead them. Ross Perot is one 
of the most ente~taining people in 
the galaxy. He is a multi-
gazillionaire and a generally charis-
matic guy. He also has a knack for 
not answering questions. 
Ted Koppel: Mr. Perot, what 
are your thoughts on military base 
closings? 
Ross Perot: Well, that's re-
ally simple, you see. Let met.ell you 
a story about an old friend of mine, 
Charles Frakes- "Chuck"- we 
called him. So, anyway I was in 
Brazil one evening and all of the 
sudden I got the hankering for some 
ice cream. Now, you know in Brazil 
they don't know the word "ice 
cream," so there I was with my 
pocket-sized Brazilian dictionary 
trying to ask the guy at the restau-
rant if he had some "frasin juref." 
You see? And my Brazilian accent's 
not that great, so he thought I was 
asking him for his wife. Then he 
started to become irate and started 
shouting. You see? 
Ted Koppel: No. 
That's really all there is lo know 
about the government and politics. I 
hope that I've enlightened you to the 
fascinating world of the United States 
Government. Now you can go back 
and read the other political columns 
and fully understand them. Asan added 
bonus, reading this column automati-
cally gets you three hours credit fo~ 
POS 2041, American National Gov-
ernment class. Just tel I your instructor 
that Dave said so. 
*Hey look! Interactive Colum-
nist! E-mail me at: david.swartz 
@outdoor.com. 
' 
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Club Info 
UCF Butokukan Club: :Karate: 
Aikido, Self defense,. Coed 
classes forming. Open House 9-7 
and 9-12, 7-10 pm Tue & Thu at 
education bldg multipur~ose room 
to left of gym. INFO: 282-5579 or 
380-0227 
Filipino Student Association 
1st meeting: Sept. 11-Mon: 4:30.-
5:30 pm Stud. Cntr. Am 187 
Food and drinks served!!! 
UCF Martial Arts Cl.ub 
Realistic, applicable self defense 
skills for men & women 
Call: 249-3031 
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student 
Union meets Tues. 9pm, Social 
Work Trailer room IOI. Everyone 
House for rent-large 5 bedroom -
2 1/2 bath, large lot, 1+ mile from. 
UCF $950/month.. Please call 
672;-5772(present tenant) 657-
4124(Kristin owner) 
UCF area/Waterford Lakes 
luxury condo. Lakefront, fully 
· furnished, including washer/ 




19" Color TV, Full size bed, 
several Furniture pcs. and 
Drafting Table, all in good 
condition, bo., 679-0539 
Dinette set table and 4 chairs. I 
year old $75. 
Call R?chel 384-5923 
is welcome. Info: 657-0614 1--------------• 
3.6 cu ft Kenmore fridge one 
year of use -~ i 00 call 380-3760' 
Roommates 
Female wanted to share 2bd/2ba 
apt at Bishop Park in WP. Must 
be ok with cats, clean & consid-
erate. $31 Olmo.+ 1/2 util. Great 
location, great price. 
Call Robin 678-5389 
2 BR, 2BA; new carpet; $580/. 
month; Fox Hunt Lanes 2838 





Love seat $50 obo 
nights 366-2384 
Brother word processor (WP-
80) owners man, gd corid., 15 
line screen- $150 obo 
Jay 841-3890 
Earn cash stuffing envelopes. 
Send SASE to PO Box 77 4 
Olathe KS 66051 
Administrative assistant-Girl 
Friday for· real estate deve.loper., 
20 hrs/wk, flexible hrs., word 
processing skills & transporta-
tion req., $7.50/hr., 
John 422-1000 
Shoe Sales - Rutland's is seeking 
a person with retail experience 
selling better quality men's 
shoes. 20-25 hours per weeek. 
Call 629-4055 Mon-Fri 
Need ajob? Earn easy cash. Up 
to $500-700 weekly. Work at 
home, set your own hours. Don't 
.let this extraordinary 
opportunity pass u by. Send 
$1.00 and SASE to American 
Dream Ent. 10151 Univ: BJvd.· . 
Suite 317 Ori, Fl. 32817-: 
Earn extra income. Looking for 
Leaders to sell quality products 
·on and off campus. Part time-
will train. Call George ~66-8421 
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING 
Earn up to $2000+/month. World 
travel. Seasonal & full-time 
positions. No exp necessary. 
For info. call 1-206-634-0468 
ext. C54181 
Experienced Borland Ctt 
programmer warited. Windows 
expt. Send resume· to: DMSC 
Inc., 815 Eyrie Dr. Ste le 





mktg. firm looking for depend-
able, responsible inside sales 
~ reps. Immediate hire, FT/PT, 
convenient location to UCF on 
University Blvd. Benefits, Credit 
Union membership. Guaranteed 
salary + bonus & commissions, 
paid training. Call. ( 407)858-
9160 or ( 407)679-5455. 
EARN $500 or more weekly 
stuffing envelopes at home. 
Send long SASE to: Country 
Living Shoppers, Dept. S37, 
P.O. Box 1Tl9, Denham 
Springs, LA 70727 
Valet Parking Position 
Available 
FT/PT great tips, hourly, 
commission. Please call Erik at 
222-9475 
Telephone ~eps: lmmed. open-
ings in research park w/Nat. Co. 
Flex. hrs/$7 hr. Great for students! 
Call Exceptional Temps 647-
8883 No fee!I 
Students needed to work at 
Orlando lnt'I Airport, Sept 11-24. 
Neat appearance required. 20-
30 hrs/wk. $7.00/hr. Call Dr. 
Klee 823-2270 or 678-0767. 
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK 
Make up to $25-$45/hr. teaching 
basic conversational English in 
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No 
teaching background or Asian 
languages required. For informa-
tion call (2Q6)632-1146 ext. 
J54181 
Babysitter, lite h ekeeping own 




Prom, Homecoming, Bridesmaids 
Gowns & evening wear. Highest 
commissions paid on consignment 
in tri-county area. We will come 
pick up. Call 892-5505. 
Tutors 
Wanting to hire female education 
student to help homeschool two 
female students-5th and 9th 
grades. Call 275-9902. ask for 
Debbie. Flexible hours. 
Services , 
KCO Inc. Typing/$1.50/678-6735 
ResumefTyping- professionally 
written. Call 249-0398 for quote. 
Desktop Publishing by Claire 
Very professional_, very quick, 
very resonable. 14 yrs. Exp. 






Classified Advertising Form : 
~-----------------------------
--------------------~~--------
- - - - - - - ~- - - - - - - - - - - - - -·- - - - - - -·- -
------------------------------
Please check one nf the following: 
_For Relit Wanted _Car Pool _Greek Comer _l'ersonuls 
'_For Sale _Services _A11tos _C/11b Info _Lost & Fo1111d 
_Si11gles _Tutors _Roommates _l/elp Wa111ed _Orlier 
_Cash _Check Amount$ ______________ _ 
I would like the ad to run the following dates. (The F11t11rC' publishes Tues. and 111urs. 
·during the Fall and Spring Semesters.)-------------
RATES: SI per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $2 per line for all others. 
Each character in a string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAY-
MENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form and payment to Tiic Central Florida Future, 
11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn: Classi ficus, or fax fonn and 
copy of check to ( 407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in person in our offices, 
located in the Lake Ebby Centre behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn. 
For more info, call (407) 823-8054. 
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Player profile I CENmAL R.ORIDA'S 
tlllllf llJl~'J1'11~ Stll'l1ll 
COLLE.qEC~ 
•1994: 194carries1,058 yds 5 TDs 
9 rec. 64 yds. 1 TD . . 
• 1993 A member of the FSU 
National Championship team. 
•Third player in UCF history to 
rush for 1,000 yds. in a single 
season. 
•The Sporting News 1995 
College Football Yearbook's 
choice as best 1-2 punch 
backfield in America, along 
with fellow senior, fullback Gerod 
Davis. 
?ER.250NAL 
•Holds a bachelor's degree in 
communications and is digging 
deeper into the field working on 
his master's. 
•Born July.14, 1972 in Stuart, FL. 
•He is the son of David and 
Cheryl Smith. 
HlqHSCHOOL 
•Graduated from Lake Howell 
High School as one of the most 
sought after college recruits. 
•220 earries for 2,409 yds. and 31 
TDs in his senior season. 
• Career totals at Lake Howell 
6,733 yds. on 700 carries for an 
average of 9.6 yds. per carry and 
88TDs. 
•Named USA Today's most 
valuable offensive player in the · 
country and was Gatorade's 
player of the year. 
•Member of the Orlando 
Smith 
Sentinel's Dixie Dozen squad as 
one of the South's top players.· 
CONGRATULATIONS· 
-DAUNTE CULPEPPER ••• 
DIVISION 1-AAOFFENSIVE PLAYER OF 
.THE WEEK-
Home of 
The Gene McDowell Show 
every Thursday Noon - 1:00 at -
. TJ 
... --~ ············-~ 
; Bpplebee's. 
< ... _._. ·---?··--·-···-
Uc.·· ·'F....... h G,,.-.-· .: M· ::· n-=·· II b k .. · _ .... :·· c.o:=ac· .. : .. ~ . =: .... ~: e~n.e _::_ :,/'_ .?c·= .1! .... , ... ='··· tl:-We= .. :._::. :· --r·-ea __ · ·· s 
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Q & A with Carson-Newman coach, Ken Sparks 
by TIM SPRINGER 
Staff writer 
Ken Sparks has helped the 
Eagles of Carson-Newman to five 
NAIA division titles in his 15 sea-
sons as head coach. His team is 
coming off a 21-0 win over Wayne 
St. and looks to better their record 
at the expense of the Golden 
Knights. Here arc a few words 
from the man with a fistful of 
rings. 
Central Florida Future: In 
your last meeting with UCF your 
team pretty much handed us our 
@$*in a 35-14 Carson-Newman 
win, are you a believer that his-
tory will repeat itself? 
D 
Ken Sparks: Well, that was 
in the dark ages of football, a lot of 
things have changed since then. 
Central Florida is a much better 
footbal I team and of course they 
got their program on a much dif-
ferent level now and they're a 
much better football team now 
then they were last time we played 
them. 
CFF: Coming off an 8-3 sea-
son ,·do you feel your team carried 
some momentum into this year or 
do you think playing Wayne St. 
had more to do with the win than 
momentum? 
KS: Well, we have 12 start-
ers back from last year and that's 
not particularly good or bad, that's 
about halfofthestarters back from 
last year. In some places we ' re 
relatively young and other places 
we've got starters with years of 
experience. The main thing is how 
well you play together. Looking 
at the Wayne St. game there was 
some positives and some nega-
tives, we still got a long way to go. 
If we play [UCF] like we did 
against Wayne St. we ' re gonna 
get embarrassed. 
CFF: Your quarterback is 
thought of by some as the best 
running quarterback in the nation 
right now. Can you tell us a little 
about him? 
KS: Well , Pop didn't play 
particularly well last week, but he 
is a quality athlete. He's gifted 
with some ski I Is and we' re glad to 
have him . 
CFF: Carson-Newman is of-
ficially 2-1 lifetime against UCF, 
but the win UCF is credited with 
was actually a game won by your 
team that was later forfeited. Can 
you tell me a little bit about that 
situation? 
KS: We had played a run-
ning back that had been certified 
eligible, by 6~r academic people 
and then when we got an official 
transcript later we found out that 
he was ineligible .so we had to 
forfeit our first . two games that 
year. It sure caused a lot of heart-
ache around here. 
CFF: With five NAIA titles 
under your belt in your 15 years at 
Carson-Newman, have you 
thought about the possibility of 
leaving division II topursuecoach-
.ing at a higher level? 
. . . . . KS: There has been some op-
portunities through the years, but I feel 
like I'm where I'm supposed to be 
right now. I promised a long time ago 
as a Christian that I would go wher-
ever the Lord wanted me to go and do 
whatever He wanted me to do. I'm 
where I'm supposed to be today, but 
who knows about tomo1rnw. 
Through the eyes of ucr cnach, 
~ A1an Gooch~ 
Coach Alan Gooch is these- came to the game fresh off his prom 
nior member of the coaching staff, date. 
running backs coach, hal'illg bee/I 
1995 UCF Football schedule at UCF 
since 




s i v e 
back for 
t h e 
Go lden 
· ·It was hard to run against the 
blitz in the first half, but EKU 
stopped blitzing in the second half. 
Date Opponent 
Aug. 31 40-32 over EKU 
Sept. 9 Carson-Newman 
Sept. 23 at Florida State 
Sept. 30 at McNeese State 
Oct. 7 Samford 
Oct.14 Liberty 
Oct. 21 at Hawaii 
Oct. 28 at Northeast Louisiana 
Nov.4 Bethune-Cookman 
Nov.11 Troy State 
Nov.18 Maine 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Updated Depth Chart 
OFFENSE 
: WR Rufus Hall Reginald Doster 
• WR Eddie Keyes Mark Nonsant • • (Stuart Stipe was a WR starter-still out wfth 
• • bruised knee) 
• TE Scott Braun • • TB Marquette Smith 
• • FB Gerod Davis 
: QB Daunte Culpepper 


















• • • 
DEFENSE 
CB Allen Powell Darryl Latimore 
CB William Washington Louis Lubin 
SS Donnell Washington Adrian Ellis 
FS Kenton Rickerson Deon Porter 



















P Charlie Pierce 
K Charlie Pierce 
SN Mark Brown 
• recent changes in italics. 
• • 
• • • • 
• • 
• • • • •. 
• • • • • • . 
• • .. 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
















early '80s. He'll be giving insight by 
making points about last week 's 
game as well as the upcoming game 
in a weekly column appearing in the 
Gridiron Report. 
•Freshman DaunteCulpepper 
did a good job of checking versus 
the blitz, especially seeing as he just 
• Marquette Smith is in the 
bestshapeever.Hissummerwork-
outs started at 6 a.m. with sprints 
and sled pulls. 
• Gerod Davis is a definite 
weapon , especially in the one-on-
one situations against a slower line-
backer. He also wants to play in the 
NFL.and scouts are arrcady asking 
about Davis as a fullback in the 
NFL. This year will give him the 
opportunity to prove he can run, 
block and catch. 
•Carson-Newman is not very 
physical , but they run the ball well 
and have good athletes. They also 
run the option on offense out of the 
I-formation . 
Hear all the games live on our flagship station 540 The Team, 
with select games on 740 WWNZ and WHOO 990. Join Marc Daniels 
and former NFL star Gary Parris for every play, with sideline reports 
by Jerry O'Neil. Thursdays at noon, it's "UCF On The Line" with 
Gene McDowell and Marc Daniels on 540 The Team . 
. I 
.-1 
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Former Seminole Wil.lie Jones 
looks forward to beating FSU 
o UCF's n_ewest crop of 
coaches have brought 
playing experie-nce, as. 
wel I as confidence to the 
young· Golden ·Knights. 
by KEN JACKSON 
Staff writer 
· but he still gets out there and shows you how 
to do. it,'; said defensive co-captain Emil 
Ekiyor-. '.'Then he shows us films of him doing 
it, then we have to listen." 
After graduating in 1978, Jones was 
drafted by the Oakland Raiders in 1979 and 
won a Super Bowl ring with them in 1981 
when the Raiders beat thePhiladelphiaEagJes. 
He later played with Saskchewan in the Cana-
dian Fo-otball League before returning to the 
Cleveland Browns and the NFL in 1985. 
In preparation of the: UCF ·football Jonesbeganhiscoachingcareerin 1987 
team's move to Division 1-A, head coach · atFSUasan.assistantlinebackercoachbefore 
Gene McDowell ·is bringing in high talent 
recruits, such as Ocala's Daunte Culpepper. 
But great players need great coaches, so 
McDowell has brought in highly talented. 
coaches to teach the highly-touted recruits. 
One of these new faces on the coaching staff 
is defensive line coach, Willie Jones. 
Jones, a native of Homesread, gradu-
ated from Florida State in 1978, where he also 
earned f.11-Arnerica honors. It was at FSU, in 
1975, where Jones met up with McDowell, 
then the linebackers' coach at FSU. When 
Jones returned in 1990 to complete his mas-
ters, he looked up McDowell in search of 
possibly finding a coaching position. Lack of 
funding, however, prevented McDowell from 
hiring Jones, but when a position (and payroll 
spot) opened up this year, Jones was brought 
on board to coach the defensive linemen. 
"In fact, coach made a joke at the Kick-
off Lunceon that he waited because he said 
he'd need me in five year.s," said Jones. "But 
my tin'l.ing in corning to this program is per-
fect." 
The UCF players already have a tre-
mendous amount of respect for everything 
Jones says and does, due to his prior accom-
plishments. 
"Some coac.hes just tell you what to do, 
movingontoAlabamaA&Min 1990ashead 
linebacker coach. From 1992 through last 
year, he coached tlieoffensive/defensive l_ines 
and special teams at Estero High School in 
Fort Meyers. 
Jones inherits a defensive line that re-
turns all starters with the exception of Greg 
Jefferson ( qefensi ve end drafted by the Eagles 
in the third round). Returning are defensive 
tackles Robert Braucht and Corries Hardy, 
and ehds Tarvares Tate and Emil Ekiyor (who 
returns after spending fast year on disciplin-
ary suspension). 
"Brauc;ht and Tate are very steady per~ 
formers, looking sharp every day," said Jones. 
"Corries Hardy needs to work on .being a 
factor on every play. But ot.ir most talented 
athlete right now is Emil Ekiyor. Our first 
learners look real solid." 
'Jones rnai n concern still rernai_ns depth. 
"If we lose. one or two of our guys, we 
·could have.a problem,'' said Jones. In that case 
Jones would look to backups Curtis Dix and 
A~thony Cooks to pick up the slack. 
"It will be important for us to stop 
people from running on us, which the team 
did very well last year except for one or two 
games," remarked Jones. "If we can take that 
away, then we hope to take away. the passing 
game with our pass rush. This team did a great 
photo/HUNT 
Running back Marquette Smith looks to once again help compliment the 
passing game for the Golden Knights against Carson-Newman Saturday. 
photo/HUNT 
Wille Jones earned MVP in the 1979 Senior Bowl. He was also the fitst player 
drafted by the Oakland Raiders in '79, earning a Super Bowl ring in 1981. 
job two years ago at rushing the passer." 
A lanqmark game comes for Jones just 
three weeks into the season, when UCF plays. 
Florida State. 
"It's homecoming for 1!1e, " Jones 
jokes. "Beating FSU will not be an easy task, 
but.we'll goatthem with no fear. We've gotta 
do a lot of things right to beat the Seminoles." 
Quit laughing. It could happen. 
Golden Knights hope for repeat 
perfonnance against the Eagles 
D UCF braces to face the 
option after already 
allowing 286 yards on the 
ground last.week. 
by JUSTIN DELIAS 
Assistant sports editor 
"We've just got to concentrate on 
making less misiakes," defensive captain 
Em.ii Ekiyorsaid about UCF'sdefense play'.' 
ing Carson-Newman this Saturday. 
· It seems the Knight's defense has a 
little extra incentive to play better each 
we·ek. Coach McDowell has unveiled a 
new concept for the defense called "Knight 
Reminders." For every mistake that' a de-
fensive player makes, the whole defense 
has to run a I 00-yard sprint. 
. "That builds pride in the 
defense," continued Ekiyor. "It makes you 
realize that if you make a mistake, you let 
the whole defense down." 
After the curtains opened on "Daunte 
Ball" last week, McDowell is confident in 
the offense, and therefore has . not made 
many adjustments for facing Carson-
Newman. However, McDowell still has a 
lot of questions about how the defense will 
do after giving up almost 300 yards on the 
ground in UCF' s first game. 
"We've got a long way to go before 
we are where we need to be," said 
McDowell. 
Compounding the defensive prob-
!ems this week is the fact that Carson-
Newman runs the option-an offense that 
has historically given the UCF 
"Knightmares." Carson-Newman's offense 
pounded out 310 yards on the ground in its 
first game, led .by the great execution of 
quarterback Pop Williams, whom 
McDowell sees as a serious threat. 
"Pro scouts say that he is the best 
running-quarterback in the counfry on all 
levels," explained McDowell. 
This will be the fourth meeting be-
tween UCF and the Division II Carson-
Newman Eagles. Carson-Newman leads 
the series 3-0 on the field but only 2-1 in the 
record books (CN's 30-21 victory in 1980 
was later forfeited). The Kickoff for the 
second episode of "Daunte Ball" will be 
1:00 pm Saturday at the Citrus Bowl. Al-
though it would appear that the Eagles will 
be easy prey for the Knights, UCF can not 
make the mistake of overlooking Carson-
Newman for the team that played in the 
Citrus Bowl last Saturday-FSU. 
"That is something that our players 
and coaches are going to have to guard 
against," warned McDowell. "All of the 
conversation that our fans and students are 
going to have about a team we're not play-
ing this week." 
Back-up Linebacker Emory Green is 
the only new injury to report. He will miss 
Saturday's game with an ankle sprain. Run-
ning back Mike Huff and wide receiver 
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Regal Cim:trza 7 
(277-1454) 
MortalKombat (PG·13) 
1: 10,3:25,5:40) 7:55, 10: 10 
A Walk in the Clouds (PG-13) 
1:30,3:40,5:50: 7:55,.10: 10 
Dangerous Minds (R) 
1:45,3:50,5:45, 7:45,9:45 
Desperado (R) 
1,3: 15,5:30, 7:45, 10 
'!he Tie That Binds (R) 
1, 3, 5, 7: 15, 9: 15 
Lord of Illusions (R) 
1: 15,3:30,5:45,8, 10: 15 




Love and HunutnRemains 
7: 15, 9:30 F!M/Tu/W 
5, 715, 9:30 Sa/Su . 
2, 7:15, 9:30 Th 















FUTURE SOUND OF 
LONDON I ISDN 
*1099 cd I •7s9 cass 
'Journey with me into the mind tif a fi Im maniac 
A filmboy. 
***Kids (NC-17) 
A tampon-sucking delinquent named Cispe1 
and a junior virgin-romper named Telly are two of the 
many subjects of Larry Clark's extreme take on today'~ 
NY inner-city youth lifestyle. Kids. the controversial 
NC-17 docu-drama, however isn't all that mind-blow-
ing. 
At its niost vulgar state. K;ds simply has some 
harsh dialogue. I guess the major fuss though, is where 
that dialogue is coming from and who it is directed to-
kids talking to kids about sex and drugs. Big deal right? 
Well, the dialogue isn't anything new for me. but I gues · 
these,50+ skeptics at the ol' mpaa haven't had too much 
of a grasp on today's young'uns. 
The underlying. focus of Kids is AIDS. The 
plot quickly erupts with one of the kids testing positiv·e. 
After the various adventures ·take our heroes, Casper 
and Telly. through beatings, parties and basically wast-
ing their day around the city, the climax takes full stride . 
Clark sets the plot parallel to the disease itsel r. Both 
start out slow and then take different avenues, Both 
come back to the same point, and all the sudden, out of 
~owhere, it strikes you. 
The end puts it all in perspective, but the 
craziness in between i~ eye-opening and if you take it 
literally you might get offended. Just think extremes, 
and laugh at it. If you don't mind a little degrading or 
society with your 40 oz. then Kids will play like a toy. 
Filmboy not"e: Your not going to see it play 
-focally for a while, if at all. So the AMC Varsity in 
Tampa is your best bet. But only if you 're a physcotic 
film die-hard. Otherwise wail till fall and head down the 
street to 16,000. 
* * * 112 Clockers (R) 
Spike Lee usually equals some kind of mes-
sage. This time he gives you a dose of drugs. Spike 
shocks you early on with some graphic, up-close shots 
of bullet holes on bodies- the most stomach pleasing, 
the spver bullet lodged between a_ victim's lower gums. 
It must be nice for Spike lo hire John Turturro 
in a supporting role. He simply plays a detective along 
side Harvey Keitel. Newcomer Mekhi Phifer acts as the 
film"s target subJect. After the drug boss polit~ly asks 
Mykel to "take care of' another drug dealer, Keitel 
pursues Mekhi for the killing. 
Message becoming, society is drawn together 
to revolt against this hatred and disrespect of mankind. 
Raw language and mean conversations hype up the 
mood in Clockers and the energy the cast gives shows 
in its wrap-up. The drug scenes express the most de-
struction and all of the chaos the story exhibits some-
how turns Clockers into a positive direction. 
I personally feel some of Spike's films are way 
too bias, but this one is as objective as it can get. Each 
character is presented within the film's limits and each 
character grows within the story, as opposed to growing 
for the story. 
Phifer's portrayal of the hustling dealer is vivid 
and representative of the ''drug problem," and I'm glad 
Clockers limited the humor w.ithin the role, taking crack 
' £l$ drug and not a joke. 
On a lighternote, Keitel is Keitel. The role was 
primed f~r hi.~ already . .He plays th~ same New York 
cop as he.did in Bad Lieutenant, but this 'time he's clean. 
I'm just glad this time Harvey didn't get his head blown 
off. 
-What's up with the Showgirls billboards 
around town? I'm ready! 
8 Sept.- Love and Human Remains. Senior Trip. 
Separate Lives, The Tie Tlzm Binds, To Wong Foo 
( 
r 
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Jeffrey'~AIDS to a new let:eli 
by RICHARD AGSTER 
Staff writer 
"There's only one real blas-
phemy: the refusal· of joy, of a cor-
sage, and a kiss," is not expected 
advice when dealing with Lhe epi-
demic of AIDS, but this statement 
captures the vision and wit of Paul 
Rudnick's Jeffrey, playing at the 
Acting Studio.Company this month. 
Rudnick, author of I Hate Hamlet 
and Addams Family Values, finds 
· humor in all situations, choosing to 
make the best out of lite, whatever 
hand has been dealt. 
Jeffrey portrays "the gay ex-
perience:._Jove, friendship and 
sweaters," explains Eric Kuritzky, 
this Jeffrey's Sterling. An early scene 
finds Jeffrey, played by Stephen 
Blackwell, discussing his life-chang-
ing decision to swear off sex, while 
Darius' only concern is which color 
sweater, "teal or slate," · suits him 
better. Soon, the serious message 
underlying the humor of the play 
takes over as Darius, whose long-
time boyfriend is battling AIDS, 
proclaims the wonder of relation- · 
ships and love to the newly celibate 
Jeffrey. 
David Goldyn, director of the 
Acting Studio and of the produc-
tion, characterizes Jeffrey as a 
"happy play," full of hope and a 
sense of community. Goldyn, who 
has been building his Studio for 
. over five years, stresses that Jeffrey 
is not just a "gay play." Stephen 
Whitlock plays Steve, with whoJ!l 
Jeffrey immediately falls in love 
after swearing off sex (therein lies 
the conflict), and explains: "Every-
one think we're dealing well with 
AIDS, but we really aren ' t. AIDS 
do mi natcs us," in the form of stereo-
typical, knee-jerk responses to the 
disease and to the cople with the 
which enhances the show. [Actors] 
can be real, without having to worry 
about holding [their] heads up and 
projecting to the balcony," muses 
W~itlock. The tightly knit cast 
shares Whitlock's enthusiasm for 
the personality and openness of the 
play and passionately believe in 
Rudnick ' s words and message of 
affirmation and hope. 
courtesy/ THE ACTING .STUDIO COMPANY 
Jeffrey begins taking off his hat on September 9. 
disease. 
The opening scene of Jeffrey 
finds the entire cast in bed with Jeffrey, 
exploring different reactions to AIDS 
and sex. Some just want ~o cuddle, 
others require a complete medical his.: 
tory, but most simply enclose them,: 
selves in Saran-Wrap and a plethora of 
condoms. This is Paul Rudnick' scom-
mentary on our handling of AIDS, and 
the cast ofJeffrey wishes to present the 
issue for all. 
The small, intimate Acting 
Studio stage offers a "personal space, 
"[Jeffrey] has ·the-power to 
heal," by attacking an important is-
sue which remains repressed, by 
portraying those who are dealing 
well and those who are not dealing 
well with AIDS, and by bringing 
Paul Rudnick's blend of humor and 
seriousness to glorify precious life. 
· Jeffrey is playing at the Act-
ing Studio Company from Sept. 9 
. through Oct. 8. Student discount 
rates are offered, and group nights 
are planned. For more information, 
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. iirl ~~~~.wmrn~ ~~~ Mirn~~~ = MIT~~m M~N = ~~~~[ ~~~rn ~I~~~~~~ ~~ffiffi ~f ~m ~ ~- M~rn~WN 
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PREVIEW "TO WONG FOO, THANKS FOR EVERYTHING, JULIE NEWMAR" ON THE INTERNET (http://www.mca.com)! 
STARTS fRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 8TH AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU. 
-1 
nf ~~ ~:1 ~~kI0£ t:s~J!c~~: Goofy, 
The Biggest Star Of~ 
Parade and Peif ornµDg . ,~~111',;/i'-:; 
. • 3~itt~\- / •/:r: .:/~/ /.~ Applicants may attend 
either day, but not both days. Walt Disney World® Resort will hold ~uditions to cast se.~~l 
employees for char~cter entertainers at Magic Kingdoml8!,fltk, 
Disney-MGM Studios and Epcot® '95. Seasonal rate of paYiJS $5.70 per hour. 
Auditions will be held: 
-
Applicants must be 
at least 16 years 
old, and be 
prepared to 
participate in a 
Saturday, 
September 9 
Valencia Community College, West Campus 
1800 S. Kirkman Road· 
Physical Education ,Center 
Gymnasium 
Sunday, September, 10 
















tennis shoes and 
comfortable attire that allows 
free movement. All applicants 
must have proof of identity and 
employment eligibility. 
Training and rehearsals will begin 
weekends in September. 
If you have any questions, call Walt Disney World 
Audition information at ( 407) 397~3220, 
Monday through Friday, 10:00AM to 1 :OOPM 
and 2:00PM to S:OOPM. 
©The Walt Disney !=ompany 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
Drawing Creativity 
- From Diversity 
Check out ·our new arrivals: 
• Killer· Instinct· 
• Daytona USA . 
• Crusln' USA 
and premiering the first week of Aprll: 
Mortal Kombat Ill 
Located at University Shoppes 
12239 University Blvd., Orlando 
Sunday - Wednesday 12:00 - 10:00 
Thursday 12:00 - 11 :00 
Friday 12:00 - 12:00 











tiet $ l in tokens 
for onlY $5. 
Expires 9/30/95 
I Buy S 1 in tokens 
I eet S 1 in tokens FREE 
~ -1 
~ I · Limit 1 per customer per day. 
SUNDAY 
Get $4-in tokens 
for onlY $2 
MONDAY NIGHT 
Get $5 in tokens 








L Expires 9130195 L.__~_:_~~_:l!;._~~--:-~~~~~~~~~~- ----------
Expires 9/30/95 .JI ----------
YOU Mun GO IN Pf MON 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-282-0505 
$5°0 Lg Cheese Pizza 
w/ valid student ID 
Located across from U.C.F. 
in the UC7 Shopping Center 
We Deliver! 
· 25¢ Wings-
Monday - Friday 11 - S 
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courtesy/ ATLANTIC 
In their spare time, the guys from Smile like to hang out at 25-cent coin laundry outlets. 
by MIKE WIIlTE 
Staff writer 
Like so many new bands these 
days, Smile hails from Southern Cali-
fornia, but these guys aren't part of the 
thriving punk scene that exists there. 
The trio holds more in common with 
Alice in Chains or old Sound garden or 
ah, who cares? You get the picture, 
. right. You've probably heard their 
single, "Staring at the Sun," on local 
radio or might have seen them at the 
RonJonSurfFest. Wecaughtupwith 
drummer Scott Reeder and guitarist/ 
vocalist Mike Rosas just prior to that 
gig for a brief chat. 
Your album's beenoutforabout 
a month now and already the first 
single (Staring at the Sun) is getting 
airplay.Areyoupleasedwithresponse 
to the album? 
Mike:It'sdoingvery, very well. 
For the first month we're very happy. 
B~icallyfromourstandpoilltwedon't 
pay a whole of attention to the industry 
sid~of it, and what stations are playing 
what and how often but, it seems like 
its been doing well. 
Have you done a video yet? 
Mike: It's already done. It just 
shows us and a lot of earth scenes. It's 
okay for a first video_ There's not too 
much of a gimmick to it or anything. 
Wedon'tknow yet if they're going to 
play it on MTV or not. 
Would you welcome that? . 
Scott: Yeah sure. We're not 
like a band that would go, 'We don't 
want our stuff to be played,' or any-
thing like that. 
Mike: There's a lot of bands 
that'll make a video and then they'll 
whine and complain if MTV plays it. 
They just act like they don't want to be 
any partofit, but do it anyway. It's like 
something that we would like to be a 
part of. (Although)! don ' t think any 
band would like having their song into 
the ground. But we're pretty confident 
that we have more than one good song 
and people could buy our album and 
enjoy plenty of songs off it. · 
Has touring been what you ex-
pected to be? 
Mike: We're still kind of find-
ing out what toUJing is. 
lsn 'titallsex, drugs and rockn ' 
roll? 
Mike:Totally(laughing),that's 
exactly what it is. 
Scott: No it's all quiet time 
reading books and argui~g. 
What do you do in the dead 
time, watch TV? · 
Scott: We argue, we write Jet-
ters. 
Talk to dumb report.er.s? 
Mike: (Laughs) They' re not all . 
dumb, some are pretty smart., 
Scott: As far as all the sex and 
drugs stuff, we're pretty boring be- · 
cause we all have girl friends and stuff. 
We just write letters and wonder if 
they'll be around when we get home. 
Mike: We walk around the cit-
ies and look for fire hydrants to take 
pictures of and stuff. Bathrooms. 
&:ott: It's seems like in the 
Midwest all of the fire hydrants are red 
and white, but in Boston I aw bumble 
l:>ee--coiored ones. In New York, I saw 
some pretty boclacious ones. 
The bathrooms in the clubs in 
Orlando are.just disgusting. 
Mike: That's okay. We like 
disgust. 
Scott: We got a cool picture in 
New York, I was in this staitwell, and 
I got this cool picture of this used 
condom. That wa<; pretty cool. · 
Mike:There'slifein thatthing! 
So in other words you' re not 
into women or drinking, just looking 
for disgusting used condoms? 
Scott: Basically, yes. 
ls theSouthem Califomi.ascene 
competitiye? 
Mike: I think so. 
Scott: I don~t know. It seems 
like there's a whole bunch of linle 
scenes. There's not one, big scene that. 
everybody is connected into. 
Mike: I think in the '80s LA 
was crawling· with the metal thing but 
now down that same strip you can see 
all difterent kinds of bands where 
before you could see only one kind of 
band. 
Scott: I think that the music 
scene(in LA) is in astateofconfusion. 
It seems like a lot of people are on this 
quest t~ do whatever is not trendy. 
You' I I have a band pop up and be very . 
good and for three months. Everyone 
w}ll like them and then start getting a 
reai big buzz, and they put an album 
out and people drop off and aren't into 
it because everyone else is into it. 
SEPTEMBER 23RD IN TALLAHASSEE 
$21 RESERVED TICKETS 










BEER FESTIVAL! . 
.Sample Over 100 Beers From Around The Worldl 
Enjoy Tasty Treats From 
Central Florida's Best Restaurantsl 
Live Entertainment! 
Friday, September 8, 1995 
5:30 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m. 
Holiday Inn, Universal 
(On Kirkm.an Road, 1/2 Mile West Of 1-4) 
Tickets: $15.00 advance / $20.00 at the 'door 





629 - 2669 
Portion of Proceeds 
To Benefit UCF 
Alumni Association 
"weekend~ 
Concerts in a Flash 
Thursday 
Triple D 
at The Mill 
Edwin McCain -
at Sapphire Supper 
Club 
Cruz Control 
at Sloppy Joe's 
Friday 




w/ Cold Sho t 
at BT Grinders 
Lit tie Brothe r 
w/ Toasted Puppies 
at The Mill 
Marble Feather 
at Yab Yum ... 
saturdw 
Angel of the Odd 
wl Addict Sunday and 
Willful Blind 
at BT Grinders 
Mary Fortune EH-
press and Regulars 
at Go Lounge 




wl Mary Karlzen 
at Sapphire 
Monday 
The Hate Bombs 
w/ Cheater Slicks 
at Sapphire 
RHiS Party 
at The Club at Firestone 
...4 
·a order Cantina Mexica··n·· Restauran·t .. 
4250 ALAFAYA TRAIL . 
(ONE BLOCK NORTH IN PUBLIX CENTER) 
.Best Mexican Food in (entral Florida 
· DAILY SPECIALS :-::-> 
<$1.oo ICEHOUSE DRAFT & $2.00 MARGARITAS 
(ALL DAY EVERYDAY) 
CARRY OUT AVAILABLE . 
359-1333 
NOVV OP~N! 
_ ! i:=C§J:=t I I ~ 
EIOOIVI 
Bring in this ad for 
$1 _ 00 CJFF 
any item in the store 
not valid with any other offer. 
USED & NEW CD's & TAPES 
OVER 5,000 TITLES IN STOCK 
We pay top $ for used CD's & Tapes 
Located at: 1 21 40 Collegiate \Nay 
282-8900 
Behind Applebee's in the Collegiate Village Shops 




~ ~ Collegiate Way .~ i;--
:i rill l ff1 i [fl ~ 
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• •. Discount 








8525 East Colonial Dr. • Orlando, R._ 32807 
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.·. oa~o. eventsi eet1n9, 
food will be provided · 
< ;. 
The Central Florida Future 
by JOE JUD KOWITZ 
Staff writer 
The 1995 Men's soccer season got off to 
an extremely disappointing start for UCF as the 
Golden Knights hosted, and were swept in, the 
UCF Soccer Classic I at the UCF Soccer Com-
plex next to the arena. 
· Representing the Big South Conference 
were Radford University 
Highlanders (2-0) and 
Coastal Carolina Chanti-
cleers (2-0). While the 
Trans Ame1ica Athletic 
Conference representa-
tives were the tiiiiir.iiii.,....iliiiiiliiiiiliiii.,. 
tournament's host, no one 
treated them with respect. Both the UCFGolden 
Knights (0-2) and the Mercer Bears (0-2) came 
away with nothing but losses and bad memories. 
"Last season we had easier teams in this 
tournament which hurt us more than it helped," 
said Winch. "By making our non-conference 
schedule as strong as possible it will better 
prepare us for play in the TAAC." 
. In thefirstgameCoachBob Winch led his 
Golden Knights onto the field againsttheRadford 
University Highlanders. The Knights were de-
feated 4- l off of three unanswered Radford 
goals. 
The black and gold of UCF struck first 
with a goal by freshman midfielder Daniel Sch.loss 
in the 25th minute with the assist going to senior 
midfielder Andy Marin. 
"He just had a great shot that got by the 
keeper," said Winch. 
In between all of the goal scoring the 
referee also saw some action. In the 55th minute 
of play, he cautioned Radford sophomore for-
ward Derek Zimmerman for ungentlemanly-
like conduct. Then again in the 82nd minute of 
play, the referee reached in his pocket and gave 
a caution to UCF's Nate Omodt yet again for 
ungentlemanly-like conduct. 
"The officiating was al right," said Winch. 
'The officiating didn't loose us.the game." 
The Highlanders almost tied the game up 
in the7 I stminuteofplaywhenablazingshotgot 
by sophomore goal keeper Mike Drew but was 
negated by a penalty on Radford. 
The Golden Knight's luck ran out in the 
88th minute of play when Highlander sopho-
more forward Elie Ruano chipped the ball over 
a diving Drew to knot the game at 1-1. 
·'We played soccer for 88 minutes, but 
unfortunately the game is 90," reiterated Winch. 
''We stopped playing. There are no excuses!" 
In extended play, the Knights relinquished 
three goals which came in the 93rd, I 17th and . 
I 19th minute. The second goal came of a rocket 
from just over 25 yards out. The first and third 
wereshotinsidethe 18-yardbox.All inall,Drew 
finished the game with five saves. 
"After Radford scored its first goal in 
overtime, we pressed up, which left gaps in the 
backfield," said Winch. 
ln the second game of the tournament, 
Coastal Carolina wastheopponentfortheGolden . 
Knights. Last season UCF lost a heartbreaker to 
the Chanticleers 1-0. This year the Knights 
didn't even fare that well as they were handily 
defeated 4-1. 
'We didn't play as well as we did last 
year," said Winch. 
The Chanticleers scored two goals. The 
first goal came in the 25th minute, while the 
second goal came in the 30th minute. 
'They scored their first two goals on balls 
weshouldhaveclearedaway,"explainedWinch . 
. A member of the Golden Knights interna-
tional corps accounted for the lone UCF goal. 
New Zealander native midfielder Shane Grant 
scored in the 53rd minute, before Coastal Caro-
li na scored two more goals in the second half to 
seal their victory over the Knights. 
"If you don't shoot, you don't score," said 
Winch. 'We didn't shoot the ball." 
UpnextfortheGoldenKnights will be the 
Clemson Tigers _on the road. Clem~on is cur-
rently second in the nation in the NCAA Divi-
sion I soccer polls. It's an even rougher road 
ahead for the UCF soccer team, one they hope 
will soon be paved with T AAC victories. 
photo/HUNT 
The UCF volleyball team travels to Arkansas this weekend to face Missouri, 
Arkansas, Xavier and Oral Roberts 1n a two-day tournament. 
photo/HUNT 
The Golden Knight are practicing hard for the next game against the 
ClemsonTigers, the number two team in the country, on the road this week. 
UCF vol"yball team sweeps its 
way to an early 4-0 record 
D The Golden Knights 
pick up right where they 
left off-beating its 
opponents unmercifully. 
by DANIELLE FERNEZ 
Staff writer 
The University of Central Florida volley-
ball team opened the 1995 season with decisive 
wins in its first four matches and also captured 
the championship in 




play began on Friday, 
Sept. I, with the 
Golden Knights tak-
ing on Loyola of 
Maryland and Barry University. In the first 
match of the day, it took UCF only an hour to 
defeat Loyola 15-3, 15-0, 15-3. Senioroutside 
hitter Amy Gendreau and junior transfer from 
Russia Renata Menchikova led the offensive 
attack with seven kills each. Captain Emily 
Queisseradded 28 assists for the Golden Knights. 
The second match of the day put UCF on 
their home court against fourth-ranked Barry 
University. The Golden Knights topped the 
Buccaneers in four games 15-8, 15-9, 14-16, I 5-
12. Menchikova, once again, took control of the 
net with 23 kills. Queisser was credited with 60 
assists. 
On Saturday, Sept. 2, the Golden Knights 
won its final match of the Spankit Invitational 
against the University of Maryland-Baltimore 
County to take the title. Gendreau used 22 of 
Queisser's 44 assists to punish UMB's defense 
with hard hit kills. Menchikova added 16 kills as 
UCFdominatedUMBC 15-9, 15-12, 15-2. 
UCF did not stop with a tournament title 
and a 3-0 record. On Sunday, the Golden 
Knights added another team to the list of those 
who have fallen to its powerful kills and solid 
defense on Labor Day weekend. Visiting Uni-
versity of Memphis was UCF's next victim, 
losingtotheGoldenKnights 15-6, 15-2, 15- 11. 
Last year's freshman stand-out Tyra Harper 
paced UCF with 15 kills. Mcnchikova's pres-
ence was once again felt, but this time she not 
only owned the net with 14 kills, he also played 
solid defense with 16 digs. Arter a long first 
game, UCFusedaperfectkill percentage( 14out 
of 14) toputtheLady Tigers away quickly in the 
second game. However, Memphis did not go 
without a fight making UCF work hard for that 
final game. At one point in the third game, the 
Lady Tigers were holding on to a l 0-8 lead until 
UCF rallied to win the game and the match. 
UCF travels to Arkansas this weekend to 
play in the Arkansas tournament. The team's 
next home game is not until Oct. 4 when the 
Golden Knights play Stetson. 
I 
